Thank You

for your recommendation.

You can now choose the following gifts with our gratitude: a slab beer or several
scotch fillet steaks and a few bangers, or a tray of screw drivers and a hammer or two.
After you recently chose AQUATICA Water Pumps
to serve you, we’d like to show our appreciation
by giving you a choice of either

a minimum

$50 Gift Card

of your choice for use at
Woolworths, BWS or Bunnings
( up to $250 or 1 x FREE Pump valued at $545 )

or
a Credit to the same value
against your next Pump purchase order
You must attend to both of the following steps to qualify.
STEP #1 Leave a kind review on our AQUATICA Water Pumps Facebook page ( Please feel free to share this
page with any industry colleagues and friends ).
STEP#2 Refer a fellow Pump Dealer and when they place their first order for a minimum of 3 pieces of our
750 Watt Intelligent Jet Pumps. They are to mention the CODE below & give your name.
• Upon their paid purchase we will make contact with you & confirm what you would like as your reward and
we’ll happily send out to YOU a $50 Gift Card to use in either Woolworths, BWS or Bunnings or we will place
a $50 credit against your next Pump purchase.
• After your Referral’s first order, and if they reach a total of ANY 15 PUMPS or more ordered and paid-for
pumps over a period of 1 YEAR from their first order, you will FURTHER receive a choice of either $250 worth
of Gift Cards or 1 x FREE 750 Watt Intelligent Jet-Venturi Pump at a RETAIL value of $549.00.
Either way…. YOU WIN!
• You are rewarded only in relation to each referral.
The CODE is: 750W-007
• NO LIMIT to how many Pump Dealers you can refer.
• Each referral who orders Pumps and goes active is Credited to you.
• Please be sure your Referral nominates you when ordering, by offering your name, your email address or
phone number to advise and lock all in.
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